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What is the World Wide Web? 

!  A distributed hypertext of documents, available on 
Internet. 



Basics 

!  Concepts: 

!  Objects: documents 

!  Connections: non-typed hypextextual links 

!  Technologies: 

!  URL:  global address of a resource on the World Wide Web 

!  HTTP: client-server stateless protocol to exchange        
(hyper)textual documents 

!  HTML: markup language to describe the structure of the 
documents and the connection between them 



Human-readable documents 

!  Web content is primarily meant to be read by humans 

!  Software agents can retrieve, aggregate and display it but 
(at least for long time) most content was “consumed” by 

people 

!  Yet, some metadata and semantic information can be 
added to pages (for instance, in the HTML tag META) but 
they have a very limited expressiveness: 

!  refer to the current page only 

!  describe the page, not the entity that page refers to 

!  cannot express structured metadata and complex 
representations of knowledge 



The original design was more powerful 



Some of the original ideas 

!  Not only documents but also people, groups, 
projects, systems, hardware 

!  Not only plain links but also typed relations like 

‘depends on’, ‘is part of’, ‘writes’, ‘uses’, ‘refers to’ 

!  For the sake of simplicity and applicability (but this was 
one of the key factors of success for the WWW) these 
features have been dismissed 

!  For many years the World Wide Web has been (and still 

is!) a Web of Documents 



(Machine-readable) Web of Data 

!  “The Semantic Web will bring structure to the 
meaningful content of  Web pages, creating an 
environment where software agents roaming from page 

to page can readily carry out sophisticated tasks for 
users.” 

 Tim Berners-Lee, James Hendler and Ora Lassila, "The Semantic Web", 

Scientific American, 2001 

!  “A web of data that can be processed directly and 
indirectly by machines” 

 Tim Berners-Lee 



Which Data? 

!  The Semantic Web is about two things. It is about 
common formats for integration and combination 
of data drawn from diverse sources, where on the 

original Web mainly concentrated on the interchange of 
documents 

!  It is also about language for recording how the 
data relates to real world objects. That allows a 
person, or a machine, to start off in one database, and 

then move through an unending set of databases which 
are connected not by wires but by being about the same 
thing 

Introduction to the W3C Semantic Web Activity 



Web of Documents and Data 



Breaking news: Giant Global Graph 

We can use the word Graph, now, to distinguish from Web. I 
called this graph the Semantic Web, but maybe it should 
have been Giant Global Graph!  

Not the “Semantic Web” term has been established for a 
long time, I'm not proposing to change it. But let's think 
about the graph which it is.  

So, if only we could express these relationships, such as 
my social graph, in a way that is above the level of 
documents, then we would get re-use. That's just 
what the graph does for us.  

We have the technology – it is Semantic Web technology, 
starting with RDF, OWL and SPARQL.  

Tim Berners-Lee 



‘Traditional’ Web vs Semantic Web 

Web Semantic Web 

Objects Semantically 
unstructured content 

Assertions and 
statements 

Target People Machines 

Links Hypertextual links 
between locations 

Typed links between 
resources 

Vocabulary Markup language to 
structure documents 
and layouts 

Languages for 
semantics and logics 



Which technologies? 

!  The bottom layers define 
languages to identify 
resources and express 
assertions 

!  The top layers ensure that 
people trust and can verify 
information, even digitally 

signed by other people 

!  The middle layers defines 
languages to express 
knowledge, query and 

reason about it 



URI: Uniform Resource Identifier 

!  URI: string of characters used to identify a resource 

!  Not to be confused with URL (Uniform Resource 
Locator).  We can use a URI to talk about a resource 

without implying how to access it 

!  URL are used as address of WWW pages 

!  Any URL is eventually a URI 

!  The URI syntax consists of a URI scheme name (such as 
"http", "ftp", "file") followed by a colon character (:) and 
then by a scheme-specific part. 



URI and URL examples 

!  ftp://ftp.myserver.com 

!  http://localhost/ 

!  http://www.cs.unibo.it/courses.html 

!  http://www.cs.unibo.it/page.php?p=courses 

!  http://www.cs.unibo.it/people/diiorio/me/ 

!  http://www.cs.unibo.it/people/diiorio/about.html 

!  http://example.org/guitar/1234/ 

!  http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator 



XML 

!  XML is a meta-markup language 

!  Designers can use existing vocabularies or easily invent 
new ones to encode information within XML documents 

!  XML defines syntactical rules that express very well 
content, structure and relations among them 

!  A lot of advantages: 

!  Human-readable 

!  Machine-readable 

!  Flexible 

!  Easy to encode/decode 

!  … 



Is XML enough to express meaning? 

!  Which is the right way to express in XML that ‘Ljubljana 
is the capital of Slovenia’? 

<state> 
 <name>Slovenia</name> 
 <capital>Ljubljana</capital> 

</state> 
<state name=“Slovenia”> 

 <capital>Ljubljana</capital> 
</state> 

<state 
 name=“Slovenia”> 
 capital=“Ljubljana” 

</state> 

!  These solutions are all correct (there are actually other valid 
alternatives) 

!  A more abstract model is needed to express 
assertions 

!  XML remains a very good serialization format 



Another issue 

!  Are these XML fragments ‘semantically’ equivalent? 

<state 
 name=“Slovenia”> 
 capital=“Ljubljana” 

</state> 

<state 
 name=“Slovenia”> 
 capital=“Lubiana” 

</state> 

<stato 
 nome=“Slovenia”> 
 capitale=“Lubiana” 

</stato> 

!  Even the corresponding assertions in natural language are 
slightly different but they express the same meaning 

!  We need a way to: 

!  univocally identify resources 

!  express typed relations (and even relations among 
relations, like synonymity) 



RDF: Resource Description Framework 

!  RDF is a model to express statements about 
resources in the form of subject-predicate-object 
expressions 

!  These expressions are known as RDF triples 

!  RDF is an abstract model with several serialization 
formats 

!  It allows to express facts in a machine-readable way 



RDF basic concepts 

!  Resource: everything that can be described 

!  each resource is identified by a URI 

!  It can be any ‘resource’ not only web resources 

!  Property: a special resource that describes traits of 

resources or relations between resources  

!  each property has a particular meaning and can have a set of 
possible values 

!  even properties are identified by URIs 



RDF basic concepts 

!  Statement: an assertion that associates a property to a 
resource  

!  Statements are expressed as triples subject-predicate-object 

!  The object can be another resource or a literal 

!  RDF graph: a set of RDF statements 

!  RDF triplestore:  a “database” optimized to store and 
retrieve triples 

!  Not a E/R database! 



Graphical representation 

http://www.slovenia.info/ljubljana 
is capital of 

Subject 
(oval) 

Predicate 
(arrow) 

Literal 
(rectangle) 

!  Ljubijana is the capital of Slovenia 

Slovenia 



Graphical representation 

http://www.slovenia.info/ljubljana 
is capital of 

Subject 
(oval) 

Predicate 
(arrow) 

Object 
(oval) 

!  Ljubijana is the capital of Slovenia 

http://www.slovenia.info/slovenia 

Slovenia 

has name 



How to express this in RDF? 

The page index.html is in English and was created on 
August 16, 1999 by John Smith (staffid 85740) 

[from RDF Primer draft] 

Is it complete? 



How to express this in RDF? 

There is a Person  

identified by http://www.w3.org/People/EM/contact#me , 

whose name is Eric Miller 

whose email address is em@w3.org 

and whose title is Dr. 

[from RDF Primer draft] 

!  Dr. Eric Miller – email: em@w3.org 

!  Eric Miller has title Dr. and email address em@w3.org 

!  Eric Miller is a Person, has title Dr. and email address: 
em@w3.org 



Graphically in RDF 

[from RDF Primer draft] 

Type of a resource 



Defining the type of a resource 

!  The native RDF property rdf:type is used to express the 
type of a resource 

!  The property itself is univocally identified by a URI 

!  The type is also identified by a URI 

!  There exist several vocabularies that define types and 
properties 

!  re-using well-known vocabularies is useful to make data clear 
and interoperable with other sources 

!  inventing new ones might also be useful to model specific 
domains 

!  it is also possible (actually required!) to link definitions of 
terms and to make relations among them explicit 



RDF Containers 

!  Very often statements need to refer (as objects) to multiple 
resources 

!  Europe has countries: Slovenia, Italy, Germany, … 

!  Europe has countries (alphabetic order): Italy, Germany, Slovenia, … 

!  RDF containers are used to describe group of things.  The 
container is the object of the statement. 

!  Three types: 

!  Bag: used to describe a list of values that do not have to be in a 

specific order. May contain duplicates. 

!  Seq: to describe an ordered list of values, May contain duplicates. 

!  Alt: used to describe a list of alternative values. Does not contain 
duplicates.  



How to represent this in RDF? 

!  "The source code for X11 may be found at 
ftp.example.org, ftp1.example.org, or ftp2.example.org” 

[from RDF Primer draft] 

Rdf:Alt 



How to represent this in RDF? 

!  "Course 6.001 has the students Amy, Mohamed, Johann, 
Maria, and Phuong" 

[from RDF Primer draft] 

Rdf:Bag Rdf



How to ‘close’ a set and indicate exclusively 

all member? 

!  "The students in course 6.001 are: Amy, Mohamed, and 
Johann"" 

[from RDF Primer draft] 

Rdf:List f Li t



RDF Collections 

!  An RDF collection is a group of things represented as a 
list structure in the RDF graph.  

!  Constructed using a predefined collection vocabulary 
including some predefined types, properties and 
resources: 
!  rdf:List: a class (type) to build lists 

!  rdf:first and rdf:rest:  properties to state a first-element and 
rest-of-list relationship between a list and a resource 

!  rdf:nil: an empty list 

!  There are other powerful constructs (that we do not see 
in detail) to model reification, literals, structured 
values, etc. 



RDF serializations 

!  RDF is a model, not a syntax! 

!  Two main serializations: 

!  RDF/XML: RDF/XML Syntax Specification (Revised), Beckett  D. 
(Editor), W3C Recommendation, February 2004, http://
www.w3.org/TR/rdf-syntax-grammar/ 

!  N3 (Notation3): RDF language for the Semantic Web: Notation 
3, Berners-Lee T., W3C Internal Document, August 2005, http://
www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Notation3  

!  Turtle:  Terse RDF,  Triple Language, W3C Team Submission, March 
2011, http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/turtle  



RDF/XML 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>  

 <rdf:RDF 

 xmlns:rdf=”http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”  

 xmlns=”http://www.slovenia.info/”> 

 <rdf:Description  

  rdf:about=”http://www.slovenia.info/ljubljana”> 
   <is_capital_of 

    rdf:resource=”http://www.slovenia.info/slovenia” /> 

 </rdf:Description>  

</rdf:RDF> 

!  PRO: machine-readable 

!  CONS: verbose and quite difficult to read 



N3/Turtle 

@prefix : http://www.slovenia.info/ 

:ljubljana :is_capital_of :slovenia 

!  N3 is a syntax introduced to overcome the verbosity of XML. 
Turtle is a subset of N3 (we will use it from now on) 

!  PRO: machine-readable but also quite easy to read 

!  CONS: multiple serializations for the same statement, not 
clear as a graph 



Turtle basic syntax 

!  Each part of the statement has a URI. Full syntax: 

<subjectURI> <predicateURI> <objectURI> . 

!  What do these examples say? 

<people/angelo> <prop/role> <position/PhD> . 

<people/angelo>  
  <prop/role>  
    <position/researcher> . 

<people/angelo> <prop/surname> “Di Iorio” . 

PhD

(bad) URIs? 

ole> <position

(((((((((((bbbbb

rcher> . 



Turtle basic syntax: prefixes 

Statements can be compacted by using prefixes and 
‘isolating’ common parts of URIs 

@prefix : <people/> .  

@prefix p: <prop/> . 

@prefix pos: <position/> .  

:angelo p:role pos:PhD .  

:angelo p:role pos:researcher . 

:angelo p:surname “Di Iorio” . 



Turtle basic syntax: shorthands 

Subject can be omitted using “;”  

:angelo  p:role :pos:PhD ;  

   p:role  pos::researcher ;  

   p:surname “Di Iorio” . 

Subject and predicate can be omitted using “,”  

:angelo  p:role  pos:PhD, pos:researcher ;  

     p:surname  “Di Iorio” . 



How in Turtle? 

The page index.html is in English and was created on 
August 16, 1999 by John Smith (staffid 85740) 



Solution 

<http://www.example.org/index.html>  

  <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator>  

    <http://www.example.org/staffid/85740> . 

<http://www.example.org/index.html>  

  <http://www.example.org/terms/creation-date>  

    "August 16, 1999" . 

<http://www.example.org/index.html>  

  <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/language>  

    "en" . 



More compact? 
@prefix ex: http://www.example.org/ 

@prefix exterms: http://www.example.org/terms/ 

@prefix exstaff: http://www.example.org/staffid/ 

ex:index.html   dc:creator   exstaff: 85740 . 

ex:index.html    

  exterms: creation-date  

    "August 16, 1999" . 

ex:index.html   dc:language  "en" . 



Even more compact? 
@prefix ex: http://www.example.org/ 

@prefix exterms: http://www.example.org/terms/ 

@prefix exstaff: http://www.example.org/staffid/ 

ex:index.html   dc:creator   exstaff:85740 ; 

      dc:language  "en” ; 

      exterms: creation-date  "Aug 16, 1999” . 



How in Turtle? 

[from RDF Primer draft] 



Turtle 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>. 

@prefix contact: <http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/pim/contact#>. 

<http://www.w3.org/People/EM/contact#me>  

  rdf:type contact:Person; 

  contact:fullName "Eric Miller"; 

  contact:mailbox <mailto:em@w3.org>; 

  contact:personalTitle "Dr.". 

[from RDF Primer draft] 

ype contact:Pe

ct:fullName "E

ct:mailbox <ma

ct:personalTit

Type of a resource 



Literals 

!  Literals are used to express the type of a the object of a 
statement 

!  Different serializations in RDF/XML and N3/Turtle 

!  The characters “^^” indicates the type that is identified by 
a URI 

!  Some native types are defined in XML-Schema 

:angelo   

   p:role  pos:PhD, pos:researcher ;  

 p:surname  “Di Iorio”^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string>; 

 p:staffID   “41449”^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer>. 



And RDF containers in Turtle? 

!  “The homework was completed by the group, having 
members Bill, Mark, and John.” 

ex:homework    ex:completedBy     ex:group . 

ex:group     rdf:type             rdf:Bag . 

ex:group     rdf:_1               ex:Bill . 

ex:group     rdf:_2               ex:Mark . 

ex:group     rdf:_3               ex:John . 

!  rdf:Seq, rdf:alt are expressed in a similar way 

!  The value of rdf:type changes 



Is RDF enough to describe a 

domain? 



Domains and vocabularies 

!  RDF is domain-independent.  We can write expressive 
statements but these assertions can be interpreted only by 
knowing the schema of concepts and relations they refer to 

@prefix ex: http://www.example.org/ 

@prefix exterms: http://www.example.org/terms/ 

@prefix exstaff: http://www.example.org/staffid/ 

ex:index.html   dc:creator    exstaff:85740 ; 

      dc:language   "en” ; 

      exterms:creation-date  "Aug 16, 1999” . 

@prefix ex: http://www.example.org/ 

@prefix exterms: http://www.example.org/terms/ 

@prefix exstaff: http://www.example.org/staffid/ 

ex:index.html   exterms:ewqoiooi  exstaff:85740 ; 

      exterms:duejeyr  "en” ; 

      exterms:dhsauid-hsa   "Aug 16, 1999” . 



Describing new domains, classes and 

properties 

!  We need a language to define types, concepts and 
relationships among them. The goal is to model their 
semantics and to create machine-readable 

information 

!  RDFS (RDF Schema) is a language (and a model behind it) 
that allows to: 

!  describe classes and properties of the domain we want to 
talk about 

!  specify which properties can be applied to each type of 
resource 

!  express relations between classes and properties 



What in RDFS? 

!  We want to say things like: 
!  There is a class Person 

!  There classes Student and Professor 

!  The classes Student and Professor are subclasses of Person 

!  Each person has a Name and an Age 

!  Each student has an identification number 

!  A Professor is mentor for some Students 

!  A Professor works with other Professors 

!  RDFS does not define the terms “Professor”, “Student”, 
“mentor” but it defines the constructs to declare these 
classes and properties: 
!  “There is a class X”, “There is a property P between the class 

X and the class Y”, “The class X is subclass of  Y”, etc. 



Classes and Instances 

!  When modelling a domain we usually refer to individual 
objects and groups of objects that share some 
properties, i.e. that are of the same type 

!  They are respectively called Instances and Classes in RDF/S 

!  Classes are much like classes in object oriented 
programming languages: 

!  classes are resources (identified by a URI) 

!  resources are instances of classes 

!  classes can be subclasses of other classes 



Example 

!  We do not go into syntactical details of RDF/Schema. Just 
to give an idea (serialized in RDF/XML): 

<rdf:RDF …> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="animal"> 

  <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-
schema#Class"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID=”mammal"> 

  <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-
schema#Class"/> 

  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#animal"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF> 

…> Namespaces are missing <?xml version="1.0"?> 

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-
syntax-ns#" 

xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

xml:base="http://www.animals.com/animals#"> 

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="animal" /> 

 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID=”mammal">   

  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#animal"/> 

 </rdfs:Class> 

</rdf:RDF> 



Properties 

!  A property in RDF/S is a relation between two classes, that 
are referred as domain and range 

!  A Professor is mentor for some Students 

!  Domain(s) and Range(s) restrict possible values of the 
subject and object of a statement 

!  Sub-properties can also be defined (rdfs:subPropertyOf). 
Constraints on domain and range hold: 

 if SP  P =>  

  domain(SP)  domain(SP) and range(SP)  range(P) 

domain 

Profe

ma range 

deeeen

nge



Example (in Turtle) 
@prefix rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 

@prefix rdfs:   <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 

@prefix ex:   <http://example.org/> . 

ex:mammal   rdfs:subClassOf  ex:animal . 

ex:cat      rdfs:subClassOf  ex:animal . 

ex:playwith rdfs:range   ex:animal .  

ex:playwith rdfs:domain  ex:animal . 

ex:dog1     rdf:type         ex:animal . 

ex:cat1     rdf:type         ex:cat . 

ex:dog1 ex:playwith ex:cat1 . 



Are RDF and RDF/S enough? 



How to infer new information? 

!  RDF and RDF/S are very powerful and allow users to 
describe a domain (classes, instances and properties) and 
to express some restrictions 

!  There is no support to infer new information and to 
reason about facts. Sophisticated constructs are missing: 

!  restrictions on domain and range 

!  disjointness between classes 

!  restrictions on cardinality 

!  boolean combination of classes (union, intersection, etc.) 

!  properties characterization (transitiveness, simmetry, etc.) 



OWL: Web Ontology Language 

!  OWL is a family of knowledge representation 
languages for ontologies 

!  It consists of a set of W3C recommendations, with 

different levels of expressivity, and a set of possible 
serializations, with different levels of verbosity 

!  OWL is similar to RDF/S but includes more powerful and 
sophisticated constructs, and supports inferences and 
automatic reasoning 



OWL basics: classes and properties 

!  The domain is described in terms of classes and 
subclasses, instances of which in OWL are called 
individuals. 

!  Individuals in OWL are related by properties, of two 
types: 

!  Object properties (owl:ObjectProperty) relates individuals 
of two OWL classes 

!  Datatype properties (owl:DatatypeProperty) relates 
individuals of OWL classes to literal values   



Example 

!  “Student is a subclass of Person” 

@prefix e: <http://www.example.com> 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntaxt-
ns#> 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> 
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> 

<http://www.university.com/Student> rdf:type owl:Class ; 
     rdfs:subClassOf e:Person. 

Turtle syntax, with rdf:, rdfs: and owl: prefixes 



Properties definitions and relations 

!  Modelling a “has_child” property: 

:hasChild rdf:type owl:AsymmetricProperty , 
                   owl:IrreflexiveProperty , 
                   owl:ObjectProperty ; 

          rdfs:label "hasChild" ; 

          rdfs:range :Person ; 

          rdfs:domain :Person ; 

          rdfs:subPropertyOf :hasDescendent ; 

          owl:inverseOf :hasParent . 

Namespace declarations are missing 

          
        

        

        

        

        

        



OWL reasoning 

!  There are many other powerful constructs in OWL, that 
allow users to express multiple semantics, logical 
operators, rules, etc. 

!  They make it possible automatic reasoning and inference 
of new statements 

!  On previous examples: 

!  Transitiveness of ex:playwith 

!  Inverse of ex:has_child 

!  … 



PELLET 

!  Freely available at: http://clarkparsia.com/pellet 

!  One of the most widespread OWL reasoners 

!  Written in Java, can be integrated in other applications via 

API 

!  Sophisticated inferences on OWL DL. It takes as input a 
set of assertions and infer (generate) new ones 

!  Inconsistencies in the ontology can also be detected 

Disclaimer: the more the ontology is complete and well-designed, 
the more results will be good!  



OWL Family 

!  In fact OWL has three sublanguages, with different 
expressive power 

!  OWL Lite: a subset useful for classification and simple 
constraints definition 

!  OWL DL: provides maximum expressiveness possible when 
keeping decidibility 

!  OWL Full: the most expressive but not decidable  

Full DL Lite 



How to search information? 



Querying RDF triplestores 

!  We need a way to query RDF triplestores and to access 
information 

!  Something similar to SQL for databases 

!  Two (very poweful) languages already exist to navigate 
and search XML content: XPath or Xquery.  Why not 
using them? 
!  XML documents are basically trees, while RDF knowledge 

bases are graphs 

!  RDF is an abstract model, that can be serialized in XML but 
also in other syntaxes (Turtle) 
!  Using XML queries on RDF/XML would not produce the same results 

on other serializations 

!  Bi-directional conversions risk to lose information 



SPARQL 

!  SPARQL (Simple Protocol And RDF Query Language) 
is query language for RDF data sets 

!  It is a W3C recommendation since 2008 

!  A SPARQL endpoint enables users to query 
knowledge bases via the SPARQL language 

!  Results are usually in a machine-processable format, that can 
be further processed and displayed 

!  SPARQL can be used to: 

!  Extract information on URIs, nodes, plain and typed literals, etc. 

!  Extract sub-graphs of RDF knowledge-bases 

!  Construct new graphs of statements 



Triple Pattern Matching 

!  SPARQL queries express a “triple pattern” that is checked 
against the knowledge-base 

!  The triple pattern has the same structure of a RDF triple 

but uses variables as subjects, predicates or objects 

!  Uses the Turtle syntax, including prefixes and shorthands  

!  Variables are preceded by the symbol “?” 

!  SPARQL search for all statements matching the “not 
variable part” of the pattern 



Example 
@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

 book:Dubliners book:author ”James Joyce". 

 book:Siddharta book:author "Hermann Hesse". 

 book:Siddharta book:year 1922. 

prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

SELECT ?x ?y 

WHERE { 
 ?x book:author ?y. 

} 

variable 

x book:author ?yy

i

y. 

constant 

th ?

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

book:Dubliners ”James Joyce” 

book:Siddharta "Hermann Hesse” 

ce” 

esse” Not triples! 



Example 

prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

SELECT ?x book:author ?y 

WHERE { 
 ?x book:author ?y. 
 FILTER (?y = “James Joyce”) 

} 

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

book:Dubliners book:author "James Joyce” 

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

 book:Dubliners book:author ”James Joyce". 

 book:Siddharta book:author "Hermann Hesse". 

 book:Siddharta book:year 1922. 



Example 

prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

SELECT ?x ?y 

WHERE { 
 ?x book:author ?y; 
 ?x book:year ?z. 
 FILTER (?z = “1922”) 

} 

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

book:Siddharta "Hermann Hesse” 

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

 book:Dubliners book:author ”James Joyce". 

 book:Siddharta book:author "Hermann Hesse". 

 book:Siddharta book:year 1922. 

”) 

Do we really need it? 



SELECT-FROM-WHERE structure 

!  Similar to SQL, SPARQL queries use three basic 
instructions: 

!  SELECT: indicates the variables to be searched and their 
order 

!  FROM: indicates the RDF knowledge-base to query. It is 
optional (not used so far actually) 

!  WHERE: indicates booleans conditions and triple patterns 

!  Other very common instructions: 

!  PREFIX: indicates namespace and prefixes (as in Turtle) to 
improve readibility and parsing 

!  FILTER: indicates further constraints and filters applied to 
matching triples 



Example 

prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

SELECT ?x ?y 

FROM <http://book.com/listabook.ttl> 

WHERE { 
 ?x book:author ?y; 
 ?x book:year ?z. 
 FILTER (?z = “1922”) 

} 

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

 book:Dubliners book:author ”James Joyce". 

 book:Siddharta book:author "Hermann Hesse". 

 book:Siddharta book:year 1922. year 1922

http://book.com/listabook.ttl 



Optional pattern 

!  It is quite common to have partial data, especially if we 
consider heterogeneous data sources or knowledge-bases 
built from legacy databases 

!  We need a way to express optional conditions 

!  The OPTIONAL keyword can be further applied to a 
WHERE statement: 

!  not all patterns are required to match but 

!  if optional data exist, they are included in the final result 



Example of OPTIONAL pattern 

prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

SELECT ?x ?y 

WHERE { 
 ?x book:author ?y. 
 OPTIONAL {?x book:year ?z.} 

} 

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

 book:Dubliners book:author ”James Joyce". 

 book:Siddharta book:author "Hermann Hesse". 

 book:Siddharta book:year 1922. 

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

book:Dubliners ”James Joyce” 

book:Siddharta "Hermann Hesse” 



Example of OPTIONAL pattern 

prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

SELECT ?x ?y 

WHERE { 
 ?x book:author ?y; 
 book:year ?z. 

} 

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

 book:Dubliners book:author ”James Joyce". 

 book:Siddharta book:author "Hermann Hesse". 

 book:Siddharta book:year 1922. 

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

book:Siddharta "Hermann Hesse” 



Types of output 

!  Besides SELECT, SPARQL provides other constructs to 
interrogate a knowledge-base 

!  The most used ones: 

!  ASK: returns a boolean indicating if the query found at least 
one triple (without returning the triple) 

!  CONSTRUCT: returns a graph with new triples obtained by 
substituting variables of a “triple pattern” with the values found 
by the query 



Back to the previous example 

ASK  WHERE {  

?x ex:hasChild ?y .} 

CONSTRUCT { ?y ex:hasParent ?y }  

WHERE {  

?x ex:hasChild ?y .} 

ex:hasChild rdfs:domain ex:Person 

ex:hasChild rdfs:range ex:Person 

} owl:inverseOf 



SPARQL modifiers 

!  Results can be refine by adding some keywords and 
conditions to the queries, through modifiers: 

!  DISTINCT: added to SELECT to avoid duplicates 

!  ORDER BY p1, p2:  to output triples in a given order (based 
on p1, p2) 

!  LIMIT n: to get only the first n results 

!  OFFSET n: to get the triples starting from the n-th one 



Modifiers example 

prefix book: <http://example.org/book/> 

SELECT DISTINCT ?x ?y 

WHERE { 
 ?x book:author ?y; 
 book:year ?z. 

} 
ORDER BY ?z; 
LIMIT 200 



SPARQL on DBPedia 

!  Some demo examples available at: 

!  http://wiki.dbpedia.org/OnlineAccess 



One step back: DBPedia 

!  DBpedia is a crowd-sourced community effort to 
extract structured information from Wikipedia and 
to make this information available on the Web 

!  Wikipedia publishes a huge amount of information, easy 
to be accessed by human users 

!  The goal of DBPedia is to express the same information 
(or part of it) in a machine-readable way 

!  extracting RDF triples and ontological data from the textual 
content written by Wikipedia users 

!  exploiting   infobox templates, categories, images, links to 
external pages, basic data types 



An example: Novo Mesto on Wikipedia 



An example: Novo Mesto on Wikipedia 



An example: Novo Mesto on DBPedia 



Heterogeneous and disconnected 

data? 



Independent data silos? 

!  RDF stores contain (large) sets of statements that 
describe resources and express explicit relations among 
them. They also allow to ‘link’ resources outside the 

World Wide Web 

!  Each triplestore can be queried via SPARQL 

!  Initially the Semantic Web Community created 
independent data silos, each describing a particular 
domain 

!  same (or similar) statements repeated in multiple data silos 

!  a few statements to connect resources in different silos 



Linked Data 

!  The Linked Open Data (LOD) is W3C-supported project 
that aims at publishing open RDF datasets and 
interlink them 

!  The idea of Linked Data is not new: network models, 
relational database models, citation references, etc. 

!  In the Semantic Web context, it means exploiting URIs, 
HTTP and RDF to connect heterogeneous sources, so 
that they can be interrogated and explored as a 
whole 

!  Much more powerful queries are now possible to get 
information that is not explicitly written in any 
knowledge base (silo) 



LOD Cloud Diagram: 2007, 2009, 2011 



The example of DBTune 

!  DBTune is a web site (or better, a set of services and tools) to 
interlink heterogeneous music datasets 

!  It includes and connects RDF triplestores (each can be queried 
via a SPARQL end-point) about commercial and freely-available 
music, BBC programmes, chords descriptions, etc. 



An example of interoperability in DBTune: 

playcounts 

!  BBC published a dataset with its programmes catalogues 
and another one for the playcounts of artists per episode 
and brands during the event “Mashed 2008”  

!  MusicBrainz is an open music encyclopedia that collects 
music metadata and makes it available to the public. Data 
are also available as Linked Data silo. 

!  The SPARQL end-point for BBC playcount aggregates 
information from Musicbrainz and BBC end-points, that 

can be queried as a single unit. 



Let us query BBC Playcount 

!  http://dbtune.org/bbc/playcount/store/ 



Sample query 

!  BBC brands in which ‘The Beatles’ were featured at least 
ten times 

SELECT ?brand ?title ?count 

WHERE { 

   ?artist a mo:MusicArtist; 

      foaf:name "The Beatles".  

   ?pc pc:object ?artist; 

       pc:count ?count. 

   ?brand a po:Brand; 

       pc:playcount ?pc; 

       dc:title ?title  

    FILTER (?count>10)} 

Note: prefixes are not 
included in the example 



Where to find SPARQL end-points? What do 

they cover? 

!  There are several catalogues and pointers to SPARQL 
end-points freely available on the Web 

!  The W3C wiki, for instance, lists some of them at: 

  http://www.w3.org/wiki/SparqlEndpoints 



SPARQL end-points monitoring 

!  A service to check the availability of SPARQL end-points 
is available at: 

http://labs.mondeca.com/sparqlEndpointsStatus/ 



How to publish in Linked Data Cloud? 

!  Make sure that you publish data according to the Linked 
Data principles (some more details in the next slides) 
!  resolvable URIs, deferenced resources and content negotiation 

(at least 1000 triples) 

!  The dataset must be connected via RDF links to a dataset that 
is already in the diagram (at least 50 links) 

!  The dataset is available as RDF dump or via a SPARQL 
endpoint. 

!  Add it to the CKAN registry (details and formal step are 
not relevant here) 
!  Register your dataset 

!  Validate using the tools provided by CKAN 

!  Contact LodCloud group, that will review your proposal 



The four rules of Linked Data 

1.  Use URIs to identify things. 

2.  Use HTTP URIs so that these things can be referred to 
and looked up ("dereferenced") by people and user 

agents. 

3.  Provide useful information about the thing when its URI 
is dereferenced, using standard formats such as RDF/
XML. 

4.  Include links to other, related URIs in the exposed data 

to improve discovery of other related information on 
the Web. 



Be careful to the URIs 

!  Use HTTP URI 

!  Be independent from implementation details 
!  http://www.cs.unibo.it/people.php?
surname=diiorio&type=rdf!

!  http://www.cs.unibo.it/people/diiorio/me!

!  Use different URIs to indicate a resource and its different 
(in different formats) representation 
!  http://www.cs.unibo.it/people/diiorio/me: 

resource Angelo Di Iorio 

!  http://www.cs.unibo.it/people/diiorio/me.html:  
HTML page representing that resource 

!  http://www.cs.unibo.it/people/diiorio/me.rdf: 
RDF description of that resource 



Linked Open Data? 

!  The ‘L’ of ‘Linked’ is crucial for LOD.  The goal is to 
connect datasets and to make them interoperable 

!  There is a huge amount of data that is made freely 
available on the Web by governments, institutions, etc. 
following the Open Data movement 
!  "A piece of data is open if anyone is free to use, reuse, and 

redistribute it — subject only, at most, to the requirement to 
attribute and/or share-alike."   

!  These data are published as JSON, CSV, XML, text, etc. 

!  Open Data is not (yet) Linked Open Data but it 
makes available a lot of data that can be exploited for 
analysis and mining 



Do you know it? 

!  Other initiatives for Slovenian public sector transparency: PROSTOR 
portal, INSPIRE geo-portal, geo-ARSO, Land e-Registry, the Court 

Register, the Business Register, the Public Procurement portal, the 
'Supervizor' web application 



The Data Hub 

!  http://datahub.io/ 



Back to LOD: 5 stars plan 

By Tim Berners Lee: 

1.  make your stuff available on the 
Web (whatever format) under 
an open license 

2.  make it available as structured 
data 

3.  use non-proprietary formats 

4.  use URIs to identify things, so 
that people can point at your 
stuff 

5.  link your data to other data to 
provide context    



Conclusions: all that glitters is gold? 

!  Still a lot of issues in practical adoption and exploitation 
of Semantic Web technologies: 

!  direct export of relational databases 

!  modeling temporal roles 

!  alignment of heterogeneous knowledge-bases 

!  performance and scalability 

!  verbosity of data (in comparison to CSV, JSON, etc.) 

!  missing operators 

!  provenance  

!  authoring 



Some interesting books 

!  Dean Allemang, James Hendler. Semantic Web for the Working 
Ontologist: Effective Modeling in RDFS and OWL. Morgan 
Kaufmann. ISBN 9780123735560.  

!  Grigoris Antoniou, Frank van Harmelen. A Semantic Web 
Primer second edition. The MIT Press. ISBN 0262012103.  

!  Hebeler, J., Fisher, M., Blace, R., Perez-Lopez, A. (2009) Semantic 
Web Programming 

Specifications, primers and guidelines are available on the W3C 
website: http://www.w3.org 




